Assessment of familial patterns of microbial infection in periodontitis.
The purpose of this article is to review approaches to the assessment of familial patterns of microbial infection and disease in periodontitis, and to identify statistical methods appropriate to such considerations of family data. Previous studies have provided evidence for the presence of familial aggregation of periodontal pathogens and periodontitis and have alluded to possible transmissibility of these organisms within families. Modern statistical techniques permit the appropriate analysis of the correlated data inherent in families, properly allowing for these statistical dependencies while including the possibility of adjustment for risk factors which may also aggregate in families. Such approaches as multiple linear regression, multivariate logistic regression, and regressive modeling provide the necessary tools to assess the familial aggregation of risk factors and disease in periodontitis. In particular, regressive models permit the analysis of familiality (membership to family) as a risk factor without reference to a specific underlying biologic mechanism, and also permit the possibility of adjustment for covariates, such as age and access to dental care. They also allow consideration of specific mechanisms, e.g., susceptibility genes of major effect. Using such techniques, it is possible to more completely explore and describe familial patterns of periodontal infection and other aspects of periodontal disease.